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1 Jajournal homepage: www.elsevier.com/locate/lrrEditorialShort communications and case reports—Who cares?$Jakob Nielsen1 described us as information foragers; that is, we
decide how to consume information in a way that optimizes our
beneﬁts relative to the costs.
For example, if a wolf is planning to hunt in a forest that is
populated by large and small rabbits; which ones will the wolf go
after? We would initially say: the ‘‘large rabbits’’ because they
provide more meat. But if the large rabbits are faster and are
harder to catch, the beneﬁt decreases. It is much better to eat lots
of small tasty bites if tiny bunnies are easier to nab (Jakob Nielsen,
see footnote).
The real question is therefore not which prey provides the
most food, but how we get the most food with the least effort
(Jakob Nielsen, see footnote). It is the same for us, informavores. A
long article will contain more information, but it will take longer
to read. Readers may abandon the article and read shorter, easier
pieces elsewhere.
In such a consideration, therefore, our new publication, the
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editorial was written for you, the informavore who, like us, favors short
phs (long text lines promote fatigue) and scans a document rather than
at ﬁrst glance (hence bolding and italics).
kob Nielsen’s Alertbox, June 30, 2003.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.access rapid online publication of case reports, brief communica-
tions, valuable perspectives and hypotheses. We sincerely hope
that the hematology–oncology community will welcome and
embrace this new forum.Editors-in-Chief
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